Portugal
A Safe Destination

Before Going on Holidays
?Contact local law enforcement to tell

them that you go on holidays.
?Try to give an appearance of activity to

SAFE TOURISM PROGRAM

your residence.
?Don't indicate publicly that you'll be

away from home.
?Ensure doors and windows are closed

and locked.
?Install an intrusion alarm.
?Avoid the overflowing of your mailbox.

GNR develops at national level the Safe
Tourism Program and its main objective is
to promote the support, security and
reduce crime against, national or foreign,
tourists, adding to improve the quality of
life of Portuguese society and of all those
who visit Portugal.

?Make a list of your valuables and write
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down the serial numbers.
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?If possible, leave the house to go on

?Ask a trusted friend or neighbor to

check in periodically.
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vacation, in the hours of less movement.
Welcome and good visit

National Emergency Number
112

?Leave your valuable items in a safe

place.

Community Policing and Crime Prevention Section

Safety is everyone's responsibility!
uma força
HUMANA - PRÓXIMA - DE CONFIANÇA

If you are a victim of crime, report to GNR
Welcome and enjoy your visit
SAFE TOURISM PROGRAM

In The Hotel

Driving

On the Beach

?In public areas always never leave your

?When parking chooses lighted places.

?Unless needed, avoid carry valuable

baggage unattended.
?Leave your valuable items in your room

safe.
?When leaving the hotel, ensure doors

and windows are closed and locked.

?Keep your valuables out of sight.
?Do not park in a place which may

obstruct others.

During a robbery
Restaurants and other establishments

Walking

your bag in front of you, not behind you.

?Do not carry large amounts of cash.

?Never miss your bank cards of sight.

?Learn to carry your purse or wallet

?Payments must always be made in front

safely.

of you.

?Hand carry important documents or

On public transport

?Plan your route carefully, travel on

main streets, and use maps.
?Avoid to walk on dark alleyways.
?Keep your valuables on sight.

where you can keep an eye on your
belongings.

and locked.

?Keep your belongings hidden and keep

keep them in a money belt.

?If going for a swim, choose a place

?Ensure doors and windows are closed

?Hand your key in to the reception staff.
?Lock all pieces of luggage.

items.

?Pay special attention to the entrance

and exit.
?Keep your valuables close to you and

out of sight.

?Stay calm, quiet and in control of

yourself.
?Do not fight the robber or offer

resistance.
?Take note of as many details as you can.
? Take mental notes of height, weight,

clothes, or other distinguishing aspects

After a robbery
?Immediately after the robber leaves,

contact law enforcement to report your
situation.
?You can use the police report certificate

to request new documents.

